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Abstract

The growth of automatic layout capabilities for publications such as photo books and image sharing websites enables consumers to create personalized presentations without much experience or the use of professional page design software. Automated color correction of images has been well studied over the years, but the methodology for determining how to correct images has almost exclusively considered images as independent indivisible objects. In modern documents, such as photo books or web sharing sites, images are automatically placed on pages in juxtaposition to others and some images are automatically cropped. Understanding how color correction preferences are impacted by complex arrangements has become important. A small number of photographs taken under a variety illumination conditions were presented to observers both individually and in combinations. Cropped and uncropped versions of the shots were included. Users had opportunities to set preferred color balance and chroma for the images within the experiment. Analyses point toward trends indicating a preference for higher chroma for most cropped images in comparison to settings for the full spatial extent images. It is also shown that observers make different color balance choices when correcting an image in isolation versus when correcting the same image in the presence of a second shot taken under a different illuminant. Across 84 responses, approximately 60% showed the tendency to choose image white points that were further from the display white point when multiple images from different taking illuminants were simultaneously presented versus when the images were adjusted in isolation on the same display. Observers were also shown to preserve the relative white point bias of the original taking illuminants.
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1. Introduction

On a path toward valuable improvements in image appearance models, an investigation was launched to better understand how image cropping affects image appearance and how multiple images in close proximity affect each other’s appearance. This research is a first step toward creating image-processing algorithms for automated layout programs. Such programs would optimize the appearance of images after automatic cropping as well as, optimize the appearance of images placed in close proximity on a page but taken under different lighting conditions.

More specifically, the first question addressed in this investigation was, How will chroma preference change when images were cropped? The second question was, How will the preferred white point adjustment for images change when viewed in isolation versus viewing multiple images in juxtaposition? Answering these questions could lead to automated image editing system for various applications. Some examples of applications where collections of images are viewed as a cohesive piece are brochures, annual reports, multimedia content and the newly popular photo books. High quality examples of such output generally involve professionals manually manipulating images or in some cases are simply limited to stock images that are pre-manipulated to look the same. The first case may end up with an appealing result, but will be costly in both manpower and time. The latter case is shown by this study to be less than optimal
due to our finding that images adjusted in the presence of other images will almost always have a different preferred setting relative to their adjustment in isolation.

Figure 1-1 shows two examples of multiple image documents. In the one on the left, the images look to have been taken at different times under different conditions and yet they all appear to belong together. For the right example, the two images look disjointed.

FIG. 1-1. Examples of cohesive and disjointed images included in commercial brochures. Left document shows images with cohesiveness and the right shows disjointed images.

Today’s growth of digital printing options enables consumers to create personalized documents without much experience or the use of professional layout software. Lulu is an example of a company profiting from this technology and business model [Phillips08]. Part of their success is attributed to the quality of their products leading to end consumer satisfaction. In this type of application, the quality of the output is a function of the images found on the pages of the submitted document. Adding image processing within the automated workflow to improve color in automatically cropped images and cohesiveness among multiple images presented on individual pages could improve the quality of the result.
Color management techniques that are already included in many printing workflows are typically blind to the issues of color preferences for cropping and simultaneous presentation of multiple images. The addition of these new techniques will further enhance the final product.

There are two topics that this research addresses; white point adjustment and chroma adjustment. How do multiple images taken under different illumination conditions and presented simultaneously affect the preferred white point adjustment of each of the images? How does cropping affect preferred chroma adjustment? Cropping is related to *apparent distance* because it can create the illusion of a shorter distance between the subject of an image and the camera that captured the image. This is expected to have an increase the preferred chroma of the image.
2. Background

2.1 Color Reproduction

Hunt’s objectives

Color reproduction is often defined as the production of an image on a media different from the original that includes color. Reproduction methods are dependent on the intent of the relationship between the original and the reproduction. Hunt’s [Hunt57] six objectives of color reproduction are: spectral, colorimetric, exact, equivalent, corresponding color and preferred. In Table 2-I a derived mathematical representation for each of his objectives is presented with the exception of his preferred objective.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Derived mathematical representation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Spectral</td>
<td>$R_{x1} = R_{x2}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2. Colorimetric   | $XYZ_1 = XYZ_2$, $L_1 
eq L_2$     |
| 3. Exact          | $XYZ_1 = XYZ_2$, $L_1 = L_2$       |
| 4. Equivalent     | $JCh_1 = JCh_2$                     |
| 5. Corresponding  | $\begin{pmatrix} X \\ Y \\ Z \end{pmatrix}_1 = M_{Cat} \begin{pmatrix} X \\ Y \\ Z \end{pmatrix}_2$ when $L_1 = L_2$ |
| Color             |                                       |
| 6. Preferred      | No simple mathematical representations for this objective |

Spectral reproduction is the precise match of the reflectance of the original object. This is optimal since viewing conditions can vary and the match will be maintained. When the same pigments are used in a controlled process, a reflectance match is possible. The problem is that in most applications where
pigments differ from the original, reproduction will result in a non-spectral match although researchers such as Urban [Urban07] and Rosen [Rosen06] are working to solve this issue. When a sufficient spectral match is not achieved, one of the other five objectives is appropriate for color reproduction.

The colorimetric reproduction objective is to match the relative tristimulus values of two samples. This means that the spectra for the original and the reproduction can be distinct and are matched via filtering though the human visual system. This type of match is known as a metameric pair. A change in the viewing conditions can cause the pair to no longer match. Often colorimetric reproduction will not match for different observers, thus, exhibiting observer metamerism. The large range of matches from a collection of observers is attributed to the variation in color matching functions within the human population as a result of many things including age. Colorimetric matches are commonly created when color-forming materials differ, such as those found in photography between a natural scene and an inkjet print.

The objective of exact reproduction is matching the absolute tristimulus values meaning the absolute luminance levels must also match. Exact reproduction results in a match in the adaptation state between the original and the reproduction. Tristimulus matching objectives assume that the illumination for the original and the reproduction are the same.

Equivalent reproduction objective is used when the color of the illumination of the original and the reproduction differ. A simple tristimulus match would be incorrect since appearance would not be maintained. Matching
using lightness, $J$, chroma, $C$, and hue angle, $h$, and a chromatic adaptation model will take the illumination condition into account. This objective is incorrect when the change in the color of the illumination is large. This is due to the inconsistencies in lightness and chroma as well as brightness and colorfulness. A change from blue illumination to orange is an example of a situation where equivalent reproduction would not be appropriate.

Corresponding color reproduction objective overcomes the shortcoming of equivalent reproduction by adjusting tristimulus values to create a color appearance match when the original and reproduction are under the same illumination levels.

Preferred color reproduction cannot be mathematically represented because it is defined where the colors depart from equality of appearance to those of the original in order to give a more pleasing image. These deviations are dependent on viewers’ preference variability. The most appropriate method for consumer image applications according to Hunt is this color reproduction objective. Preferred color reproduction will be the focus of this paper.

**Fairchild’s Levels**

Fairchild [Fairchild05] described levels of reproduction based on Hunt’s objectives for modern color imaging systems. Summaries of the levels are included in Table 2-II. Each level must satisfy the requirements of the previous level to define a reproduction at the succeeding level.
Table 2-II. Fairchild's color reproduction levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levels</th>
<th>Summary of definitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Color</td>
<td>Simply reproduced color</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Pleasing</td>
<td>Acceptable images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Colorimetric</td>
<td>Characterization of devices to produce known XYZ values and is only appropriate when the viewing conditions for the original and the reproduction are the same.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Color Appearance</td>
<td>Must have knowledge of the viewing conditions for both the original and the reproduction which are input into a color appearance transform along within known XYZ values for the original scene.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Color Preferred</td>
<td>Purposefully manipulating the color in a reproduction such that the result is preferable to the user over an accurate reproduction.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Level one, color reproduction is as simple as the name suggests, a reproduction that includes color. This level is a requirement for the rest of the levels, but is rarely an acceptable place to stop. Pleasing color reproduction, or level two, best describes the current state of consumer imaging. Pleasing reproduction makes a color reproduction acceptable and is achievable with trial and error within a system. Fedorovskaya et al. [Fedorovskaya97] found parabolic relationship between pleasing appearance and chroma adjustment. Slightly more chromatic was favored, but at very high levels of adjustment the naturalness decreases. Some applications require more accurate reproduction of the colors such as in color science experiments where known colorimetry is required. A colorimetric reproduction requires characterization of each component of the system enabling conversion between device digital values and tristimulus values. This method ensures that the color reproduced has known colorimetric values. Low system variability or appropriate calibration is required to maintain validity of the characterization. Color appearance reproduction, level four, uses color appearance models, viewing condition information for the original and the
reproduction and good calibration and accurate characterization of the entire system to produce a reproduction.

Preferred color reproduction, level five, produces aesthetically-preferred results, but it has not been achieved in consumer imaging due to the inability for consumer products to create colorimetric reproductions according to Fairchild [Fairchild05].

Consumer imaging system workflows do not generally account for the changes in viewing conditions that would be required to reach a color appearance reproduction. Uncharacterized devices in the consumer workflow prevent the reproduction from meeting the colorimetric color reproduction, level three, criteria. When digital images are processed and displayed or printed by consumers, they are often adjusted to produce a result that looks pleasing to the consumer, with less concern for how accurately the colors in the original scene are produced.

**Memory Colors and Color Reproduction**

Reproduction of skin-tones is a metric of subjective quality for the consumer digital imaging industry. Preferred reproductions of complexions are difficult to achieve due to basic physiological mechanisms, mainly memory color and chromatic adaptation.

Early work related to memory colors by Katz [Katz35] described the relationship between memory colors and common illumination. He introduced the term *common illumination* defined as daylight to explain the illumination condition of memory color perceptions. Under common illumination there is
strong agreement between actual color impression and memory color. Atypical illumination perceptions are dominated by the memory of the object’s color appearance. He found that large deviations from daylight lead to a reduction in the effect of memory color on the perception of the object.

A later experiment by Newhall and Pugh [cf. Newhall57] concluded that when people indicated colors of familiar objects from memory, they reported colors with higher value and chroma than the objects’ actual colors. Newhall, Burnham and Clark [Newhall57] attempted to test plausible causes for the increase in value and chroma for memory of colors by checking results against theories associated with adaptation and retention view. Incorporation of adaptation time with the luminance data tested luminance adaptation and was found insignificant. In two subsequent experiments, steps were taken to reduce observer adaptation, yet increases in value and chroma were still reported. The results of these three experiments did not support a theory that adaptation was the cause of these memory color phenomena. Retention of view theory holds that the dominant aspects of stimulation are remembered over the weaker characteristics and therefore exaggerated. Chromatic impressiveness was confirmed via experimentation where highly chromatic colors required nearly double the chroma to match and less impressive colors required significantly less. Retention of view was concluded as a most probable explanation for the findings of Newhall and co-workers’ research.
Simultaneous and Successive Color Matching

Newhall’s [Newhall57] theory has some important practical implications. His results showed that simultaneous and successive matching experiments differ in resulting remembered colors. In applications where two stimuli are presented successively, the application of simultaneous matching colorimetry was found to be inappropriate. Similarly, it was found for successive matching experiments simultaneous matching colorimetry should not be applied. In the photographic industry, the reproduction is seldom compared to the original scene due to its lack of availability. Thus, photo quality is usually judged based on memory. Within the context of images the objects themselves can provide information that contributes to the memory of the color. Color memory experiments are used in successive match experiments where the observer has to remember a stimulus and then generate a match. Colors that are frequently a part of visual experience are known as memory colors. Skin tones, blue sky and green grass are examples of memory colors. Results for color memory experiments can differ from those of memory color due to the added contextual information given by the object and frequency of experience by the observer [Newhall57, Bartleson61]. Further research by Siple and Springer [Siple83] showed that memory of a color and preferred hue are independent of contextual cues, such as shading or texture. The introduction of contextual information included in images will not affect the hue, but will impact the value and chroma.

Bodrogi and Tarczali [Bodrogi01] showed that memory color shifts were applicable in practical applications such as images. de Ridder [de Ridder96]
concluded that preferred reproductions of complex images were more chromatic than the original scene. This conclusion hinted at the need for higher color contrast, which was hypothesized to improve object recognition. Test images included a close-up portrait and a distant shot within a scene. The portrait image showed a linear relationship between colorfulness and saturation indicating a dependency on image lightness. The other image demonstrated an independent relationship with slight compression, which supports the use of saturation instead of chroma in images.

Bartleson [Bartleson59] bridged the gap between memory color and color reproduction when he found that chromaticities of preferred representations of flesh differed from those of natural. These results were also supported the work by Buck and Froelich [Buck48]. Bartleson found that reproduced chromaticities of Caucasian skin-tones in oil paintings, pastels, Carbro paints, Kodak Flexichrome and Dye Transfer prints were more chromatic than the originals. Chromaticity differences led to further research on understanding memory color and its effect on skin-tone reproductions. He also concluded that saturation and brightness are changed significantly in memory, and that hues were the same as those of the original. Bartleson [Bartleson59] recognized early on that his results applied to simple image configuration and but memory color changes with complexity, skin-tone area, variation in viewing and adaptation.

Pinney and DeMarsh [Pinney63] looked at preferred reproduction as it relates to observers’ adaptation by investigating the constant-appearance and gray-point concepts. The constant-appearance concept is that preferred color
remains relatively constant whatever the adaptation. The experimental results confirmed that the concept of constant preferred color is maintained regardless of adaptation. This is similar to Katz’s idea of a common illuminant where memory of a color does not change with the adaptation illumination. The gray-point concept that observers adapt to changes in illumination, therefore their concept of gray must also be changing. Experiments where observers adjusted the white point of slide taken under different illumination conditions resulted in warmer illumination slides had warmer gray-points and cooler slides had cooler gray-points.

Hunt, Pitt and Winter [Hunt74] attributed the previous finding of preferred reproductions of Caucasian skin to have been process-limited, referring to Bartleson’s work on artwork. The “natural mean” or average measurements of skin color were not attainable due to chromaticity being outside the achievable range of the systems. Their research focused on looking at reflectance prints and projected transparencies. They found that green grass and Caucasian skin preference ellipses contained the “natural mean”, but blue sky had a higher purity because the chromaticity of the mean was lower than the observers preferred chromaticities. Overall the preferred skin reproductions were more chromatic making it more yellow in both processes. Imai et al. [Imai98] showed that preferred reproduction for a patch differed from those of facial pattern. Kuang et al. [Kuang05] later found that illumination and scene content had a significant influence on the color reproduction of skin and grass in images. This supports the
idea that contextual cues and physiological processes are a factor in image reproduction.

**Cultural Differences**

Fernandez and Fairchild [Fernandez02] [Fernandez05] performed two experiments to better understand observer preferences and cultural differences in preferred color reproduction. Analysis looked at each experiment separately and then together. For the first experiment observers were asked to rank order sets of printed images from best to worst. Using Thurston’s Law of Comparative Judgments the rank order results were converted to scales of preference. Cultural differences were found statistically significant, however implementation of these differences is impractical in most applications. Yano and Hashimoto [Yano97] work supported these conclusions since Asian skin tones differed from Caucasian skin tones. For the second experiment observers were asked to adjust the images to a preferred reproduction. This experiment was broken down into two phases. The first allowed the observers to manipulate any dimension in any order until they reach a preferred reproduction. The second phase was to manipulate a single dimension at a time to a preferred level. Variability within observer was half that of the variability between observers. It was found that the distance of the starting point from the end point would not provide insight into the preferred color reproduction, because the manipulation will be used to correct improper characterization. Images containing people were found to have the smallest deviation from the mean image. Crossover analysis was performed, which confirmed that there is little difference between the methods used in this research.
It was determined that global manipulation tool for hue rotation was difficult to judge and therefore did not have clear results.

As previously explained, preferred reproductions require first creating a color appearance match that includes compensation for the viewing conditions within the image workflows. Fairchild and Braun conducted early work comparing manual adjustments of images to color appearance models such as von Kries, Hunt model, CIELAB and RLAB [Fairchild97]. This work proved that psychophysical techniques of method of adjustment and pair-comparison were appropriate for use when improving color-appearance models and proving those improvements respectively. There were some important notes from this work that should be considered in future work. Observers should be instructed to shift their focus around the image in order to prevent local adaptation. The results of such experiments will have larger color differences and higher variability caused by image complexity and observer metamerism. Our research will use similar techniques and make similar considerations in order to further improvements to color appearance models.

A second motivation for this research is to collect information useful for automatic cropping techniques. Artists have been painting grand landscapes for hundreds of years. It is known that illusion of depth is enhanced with the use of color. Stelmack [Stelmack65] explored the effect of hue and chroma on apparent distance. He found that with small solid patches there was a significant effect on apparent distance with changes in hue and chroma where brighter hues with more chroma appeared closer. Unlike Stelmack, our research looked at images. We also
wish to understand how apparent distance impacts color appearance. LaterFairchild and Johnson [Fairchild99] found that the size of the region is a factor inthe variance of preferred chroma. There are a number of algorithms out there thatenhance the chroma of specific regions in a seen [Braun07][You08].

### 2.2 Color appearance

Chromatic adaptation uses cognitive and physiological mechanisms of thehuman visual system to map object colors to alternative white points [Fairchild05(book)]. Cognitive mechanisms take into account knowledge of scene content.Physiological mechanisms take into account a change in sensitivities of thephotoreceptors and the neurons first few stages in the visual pathway. Chromaticadaptation occurs when prolonged exposure to a colored stimulus reducesawareness of that color while viewing an environment. Imaging systems do notinnately have either group of mechanisms. Thus, they require image processing toproduce reproductions that have apparent matches to the original scene. Whitebalancing algorithms within digital cameras apply image processing thatsomewhat mimics the physiological mechanisms.

Color appearance models depend on the stimulus and the nearby space or time. The spatial configuration of a stimulus is important because eyes are inconstant motion. Temporal effects are generally not pertinent in common applications. There are four components of the visual field that are required to be defined in most color appearance models: stimulus, proximal field, background and surround. FIG. 2-1 is a schematic of the visual field [Fairchild05]. The
stimulus is a colored element that a color appearance measure is desired. Typically the stimulus is a uniform patch covering two-degrees of angular subtense. A uniform patch eliminates the problems associated with an inhomogeneous retina such as assumptions required to implement a standard color observer. When a stimulus is an image however some the assumptions can be invalid. Another factors is that when viewing real scenes an entire object as a uniform stimulus, which can be larger than a two-degree angular subtense.

The proximal field is the region in immediate vicinity of stimulus that extends about two-degrees from the edge of the stimulus in an image this would be the surrounding pixels. Generally the proximal field is equivalent to the background. The background extends from the edge of the stimulus about 10-degrees. The definition of the background is required in color appearance models to account for simultaneous contrast effects. For an image the background is usually made up of the area surrounding the image. The surround is the field outside the background generally considered the rest of the room where the stimulus is being viewed.
The simplest chromatic adaptation model is the von Kries model and is the basis for all other models. von Kries [von Kries02] considered his ideas to be an extension of Grassman’s laws of color mixing under different viewing conditions. The model uses a simple gain-control, $k_L$, $k_M$ and $k_S$, on the cone responses, $L$, $M$ and $S$, shown in Eq. 2.1.

\[
\begin{align*}
L_a &= k_L L \\
M_a &= k_M M \\
S_a &= k_S S
\end{align*}
\]  

(2.1)

The coefficients are calculated using Eq. 2.2, where $L_{\text{white}}$, $M_{\text{white}}$ and $S_{\text{white}}$ are the cone responses for the scene white.

\[
\begin{align*}
k_L &= \frac{1}{L_{\text{white}}} \\
k_M &= \frac{1}{M_{\text{white}}}
\end{align*}
\]  

(2.2)
\[ k_s = \frac{1}{s_{\text{white}}} \]

Corresponding colors are calculated using Eq 2.3, where the ones are for the initial illumination condition and twos are for the second and final illumination condition.

\[ L_2 = \left( \frac{L_1}{L_{\text{white},1}} \right) L_{\text{white},2} \]

\[ M_2 = \left( \frac{M_1}{M_{\text{white},1}} \right) M_{\text{white},2} \]

\[ S_2 = \left( \frac{S_1}{S_{\text{white},1}} \right) S_{\text{white},2} \] (2.3)

The matrix representation of these equations is shown in Eq. 2.4, where \( M \) is the transformation from CIE tristimulus values to relative cone responses.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
X_2 \\
Y_2 \\
Z_2 \\
\end{bmatrix} = M^{-1} \begin{bmatrix}
L_{\text{white},2} & 0 & 0 & Y_{\text{white},1} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & M_{\text{white},2} & 0 & 0 & Y_{\text{white},1} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & S_{\text{white},2} & 0 & 0 & Y_{\text{white},1} \\
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
X_1 \\
Y_1 \\
Z_1 \\
\end{bmatrix} \quad (2.4)
\]

The von Kries model is not only the simplest but it also is the basis of most other models. Proper estimation of the white point of the taking illumination is crucial to the acceptability of the final output. A simple von Kris-like transformation is typically used to convert from the estimated colorimetry to the standard condition in consumer imaging technology [Sharma03]. This method is computationally inexpensive and predicts a majority of chromatic adaptation phenomena. But, it does have some limitations. Jameson and Hurvich [Jameson61] found that this method is inaccurate and inadequate for predicting the appearance of color patches. Developments of better models have taken place, but these models tend
to be computationally cumbersome and require knowledge of the scene that cannot be collected via a camera. It is important to note that these corrections are based on image processing research done on images in isolation.

2.3 White balance

White balancing or color balancing is a color correction applied to an image to ensure that the neutrals do not have a colorcast. Without this color correction the resulting images from camera systems would have an undesirable cast that the photographer did not experience when taking the picture. The difference is a consequence of the camera system not adapting and discounting the illumination conditions the way the human visual system would. Prior to digital cameras, film sensitivities were designed for specific illuminations. Changing the sensitivities based on the illumination results in neutrals reproduced as neutrals. Consumer digital cameras use a chromatic adaptation transform, most commonly the von Kries, to account for adaptation [Sharma03]. Using a color appearance model requires the proper estimation of the chromaticities of the scene illumination. Jiang [Jiang03] summarized a variety of methods of estimating the illumination, which is important because the acceptability of a white balancing algorithm is highly dependent on the ability of the system to estimate the illumination.
2.4 Summary of previous work

Preferred color reproductions were found to differ from their originals. Memory colors such as skin tones, sky and grass have been found to be very influential in preferred reproductions. All the work in this area has looked at images in isolation. Preference experiments have been shown to have high variability from observer to observer, but there do not seem to be a significant difference between cultures. Not much work has looked at a chroma dependence on size or distance. Early work does look at the extremes, very far and very close, but does not address the middle distances.

This work begins the process of looking at these new issues. One question is whether preferred white points differ for an image when in the presence of other images taken under different illumination conditions compared to choices made when looking at the images in isolation. A second question is whether or not preferred chroma changes when the apparent distance of objects within the scene are changed.

2.5 Camera Characterization

A camera system can be characterized using a generic a look up tables (LUT) and matrix approach. The goal of the model is to approximately relate digital count values (DC) to the colorimetric quantities that the camera is capturing. The model consists of three one-dimensional LUT and an optimized 3x3 matrix. It is important to ensure that all possible DC are well handled by the
LUT. One method for probing how a camera handles high and low light levels is by changing the exposure settings for the camera as grayscale targets are photographed. An alternative method involves changing for each photograph the intensity of the light source illuminating the target. For the change in exposure method, measured tristimulus values are associated to a single (nominal) exposure and for other exposures, calculation of the luminance levels that would correspond to the DC under nominal conditions are calculated. DC from a single channel collected from a gray tone scale for three exposure sets are plotted against the logarithm of measured luminance, or density, from the nominal exposure level as seen in FIG. 2-2. The black dots are from a one stop over exposed image, the magenta dots are from the nominal exposure and the green are from one stop under exposed. The over and under exposed values are shifted horizontally in log luminance to overlap the nominal exposure, FIG. 2-3 illustrates the shifts.

FIG. 2-2. Logarithm of luminance, or density, with the corresponding DC taken from a tone scale in three images each with different exposure setting. Black is 1 stop over exposed, magenta is the nominal setting and green is one stop under exposed.
FIG. 2-3. Log luminance with the corresponding DC taken from a tone scale. Arrows represent the 0.3 logarithm of luminance unit shift.

One stop of exposure is approximately 0.3 log luminance units. The shifted points are shown in FIG. 2-4 moved this distance. While most of the dots overlap in the nominal region, some of the over exposed dots extend the curve into higher log luminances and some of the under exposed dots extend the curve into lower log luminances. A curve as shown in FIG. 2-5 as a blue curve is fit to the ensemble shifted values.
FIG. 2-4. Log luminance with the corresponding DC taken from a tone scale in three images each with different exposure settings that have been shifted so they line up.

FIG. 2-5. Log luminance with the corresponding DC that have been shifted so they line up and then were fit with a curve that is a single channel’s LUT.

These curves are then converted back to linear luminance and are used to linearize camera DC with respect to luminance. The matrix is generated for converting linear camera DC to XYZ values using non-linear optimization. The
starting values determined by solving an over determined system of linear equations to minimized sum squared error.

2.6 Display characterization

Modeling the display is important for psychophysics experiments that use the system to present stimuli. Accurate transformation from digital counts to colorimetric output of the display enables the stimulus to be the expected colorimetric value. Without characterization, unknown physical properties would be displayed leading to an inability to reach conclusions. Since the intention of psychophysics is to study the relationship between physical properties and perceptions, the results are dependent on having precise knowledge of the physical stimulus.

To characterize the color of a liquid crystal display (LCD) the Day et al. method [Day04]. The model consisted of three one-dimensional LUT and a 3x4 matrix transformation. The LUT describe the relationship between the signal used to drive the display and the radiometric output per channel. Measured data is used to define starting conditions that are then optimized to create the final model. Verification of this model is performed in preparation for subsequent psychophysics experiments. Comparisons of predicted and measured values of test data are with low color differences indicate a well-modeled system.

The Day et al. [Day04] method characterizes an LCD using a linear model and user control model [Berns97]. A linear model requires that the system be additive and scalable. The system is additive if the sum of the luminance of each
channel in isolation equals the luminance when all three are on simultaneously. Scalability exists when a single luminance curve of a primary can be multiplied by factors to reproduce the spectra at every drive level. Assuming additivity and scalability exist the radiance can be described as a linear combination of the radiance of each channel:

\[ L_{\lambda, \text{mix}} = RL_{\lambda, \text{max}} + GL_{\lambda, g, \text{max}} + BL_{\lambda, b, \text{max}}. \]  

(2.5)

Which can be rewritten in terms of tristimulus values,

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
X \\
Y \\
Z
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
X_{r, \text{max}} & X_{g, \text{max}} & X_{b, \text{max}} \\
Y_{r, \text{max}} & Y_{g, \text{max}} & Y_{b, \text{max}} \\
Z_{r, \text{max}} & Z_{g, \text{max}} & Z_{b, \text{max}}
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
R \\
G \\
B
\end{bmatrix}. 
\]  

(2.6)

where \( R, G \) and \( B \) are radiometric scalars of the channels. These values correspond to the user controls of the display and are characterized using a nonlinear relationship. For an LCD the OETF depends on the crystal construction, settings, and the internal LUT within the device. Due to the inherent nonlinearity the digital counts are transformed to radiometric scalars using three one-dimensional LUT. The linear and nonlinear portions are included in the Day et al. [Day04] method with the introduction of the of a flare correction that will be referred to as black correction. With the introduction of the black correction Eq. 2.7 is now,

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
X \\
Y \\
Z
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
X_{r, \text{max}} - X_{k, \text{min}} & X_{g, \text{max}} - X_{k, \text{min}} & X_{b, \text{max}} - X_{k, \text{min}} & X_{k, \text{min}} \\
Y_{r, \text{max}} - Y_{k, \text{min}} & Y_{g, \text{max}} - Y_{k, \text{min}} & Y_{b, \text{max}} - Y_{k, \text{min}} & Y_{k, \text{min}} \\
Z_{r, \text{max}} - Z_{k, \text{min}} & Z_{g, \text{max}} - Z_{k, \text{min}} & Z_{b, \text{max}} - Z_{k, \text{min}} & Z_{k, \text{min}}
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
R \\
G \\
B
\end{bmatrix}. 
\]  

(2.7)

The LUT are unchanged because the radiometric scalars are unaffected by flare. The tristimulus value matrix is optimized in a non-linear fashion to minimize the
color difference between the measured data and the model predicted data with each iteration updating the LUT. The resulting 3x4 transformation matrix and three one-dimensional LUT colorimetrically characterize the display. Evaluation of the model should be performed on a test data set that was not used to generate the model. FIG. 2-6 is a flowchart of the characterization procedure laid out by Day et al.

FIG. 2-6. Flowchart of characterization procedure used in Day et al. model [Day04].
3. Experimental Methods

3.1 Purpose

Overview

The research reported in this thesis contributes to the understanding of white point and chroma preferences of images that are cropped or placed close proximity to other images taken under different lighting conditions. A pair of psychophysical experiments designed to elicit information concerning these questions is described in the subsequent sections of this chapter. Experiment I looked at one image at a time and examined adjustment of white point, chroma or both. Experiment II looked at pairs of images and examined similar image adjustments on either one or both of the presented images. Within each experiment, the individual tasks were broken down into various parts distinguished by the controls available to the observer for image adjustment.

Previous work by the researcher and her advisor involved design of experiments that allowed real-time modification of white point and chroma for video. The current research, unlike those prior experiments, relied on presenting only still images but there was great benefit to the current experimental design from understanding gained through that prior experience. The experimental design for the previous research is also described later in this chapter.
**Experiment I: Images in Isolation**

The intent of Experiment I was two-fold. The first intention was to provide a baseline for how observers set preferred white point adjustments for images in isolation. This task is similar to past research into preferred reproduction.

The second intention of Experiment I was to learn about the relationship between cropping and preferred chroma. By comparing preferred chroma adjustments for cropped areas of images with the full images, an understanding would be built for how the apparent distance of an object from a camera changes people’s expectation of chroma.

Cropped and uncropped images were mixed and presented in random order. Experiment I consisted of three parts. Part 1 offered adjustment for only white point. Part 2 allowed observers to only adjust chroma. And Part 3 allowed both adjustments simultaneously.

**Experiment II: Images Adjusted Simultaneously**

The intent of Experiment II was to derive data associated with the question of whether images taken under different illumination conditions and adjusted simultaneously differ from those adjusted in isolation. The results from this experiment were compared to those in Experiment I.

In Experiment II, two images were presented on the screen at the same time. For Part 1, only one of the two images was adjusted. In Part 2, both images were adjusted to create a cohesive page.
3.2 Design

Method of Adjustment

The psychophysical method used in these experiments was the method of adjustment. The precise range and threshold for both white point and chroma were unknown. This method is quick and easy to implement and is typically used when establishing a baseline in a new area of research. Decisions were limited to the ranges that would be attainable on the display for both white point and chroma.

Inspiration for User Interface

The inspiration for the experimental design in this research stems from earlier research looking at skin tone reproduction from web cameras used under various illumination conditions. In that experiment, observers were asked to adjust the hue and chroma to a preferred skin tone reproduction. The interface for the experiment was written in MATLAB R2007b (7.5.0.338) using PsychToolbox(3.0.8) [Brainard97]. Loading and processing time for each video clip was a considerable factor in the design. For that reason, preprocessing was performed and variables were saved into a MATLAB workspace file, where possible.

Real-time image processing was made possible by carefully reducing the number of online complex computations. Instead of performing computations on a per frame per pixel basis, computations were performed on the colormap matrix and the colormap was applied to each individual frame. A 16-bit colormap created from an example frame was used to convert frames to index color. Each time the
user modified a user control (changing chroma or hue of the video) a new colormap was derived. This was a fast process. Applying the map to subsequent images was nearly instantaneous. The newly color-modified frames were converted from index color image to a full 24-bits for display. Application of the colormap for conversion to true color takes place in less than a thirtieth of a second allowing for real-time playback.

For that experiment, input videos were assumed to be in the sRGB color space. This assumption allowed for a well-defined conversion to colorimetric values. Precise colorimetry of the input was not required for this experiment, since the goal was to understand the preferred colorimetry of the output.

Users were given hue and chroma controls in the GUI that were used to modify the sRGB values in CIELAB space. Input from the interface color controls were interpreted as changes in hue angle and chroma that were added onto the initial colormap in the CIELAB LCh color space. Display characterization via the Day et al. model enabled the conversion of the user manipulated colormap into known display colors [Day04]. Each frame was converted back to a true color image using the user manipulated colormap in real-time. FIG. 3-1is a flowchart of the color workflow used to create, display and manipulate the videos.
FIG. 3-1. Flowchart for inspiration experiment where the orange region is the processing that occurred prior to running the experiment and the blue region is the part that was preformed during the experiment.

The user interface from this experiment, shown in FIG. 3-2, was altered for this new research into white point and chroma adjustments.

FIG. 3-2. Video experiments user interface.
The knowledge gained from this video-based experiment was applied to the new still-image experiments in this research. The use of colormaps made it again possible to quickly respond to observer settings. The experience gained from using PsychToolbox made the process of setting up the current experiments easier. The experimental design greatly benefited from this earlier work in skin tone reproduction.

3.3 Experiment Design

Experiment I: Images in Isolation

There were three parts to Experiment I as summarized in Fairchild’s Levels

Fairchild [Fairchild05] described levels of reproduction based on Hunt’s objectives for modern color imaging systems. Summaries of the levels are included in Table 2-II. Each level must satisfy the requirements of the previous level to define a reproduction at the succeeding level.
Table 2-II. All parts of Experiment I involved images presented one at a time. In Part 1 of Experiment I, data was acquired for white point preference. This provided a baseline useful for comparison with images whose white point was adjusted in the presence of another image taken under different illumination conditions. Part 2 of Experiment I examined the chroma adjustment. Part 3 of Experiment I included both white point and chroma controls. Parts 1 and 2 were meant to separate the interactions between the white point adjustment and the chroma adjustment, if any occurred.

Table 3-I. Experimental design for Experiment I summary include the parts and the corresponding controls provided to the observer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment I: Images in Isolation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Part 1: Adjust white point only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 2: Adjust chroma only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 3: Adjust white point and chroma</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIG. 3-3 is the user interface for Part 3 of Experiment I where both chroma and white point setting controls were present. For Parts 1 and 2, only the control adjustment was presented in the same locations as shown. The interface included a white border around the image to provide a reference white for the observers corresponding to the white point of the display.

![Image of user interface](image)

FIG. 3-3. Experiment I Part 3's user interface, which included both the white point and chroma user controls.

**Experiment II: Multiple Images Presented Simultaneously**

Experiment II had two parts which are summarized in Table 3-II. Throughout this experiment, two images were presented to the observer at the same time, however only the white point user control was available to the observer. Part 1 of Experiment II had only one image in the pair adjusted at a time. Part 2 of Experiment II had controls for adjusting both images. Comparison of the results from Experiment II to those from Experiment I Part 1
examine whether or not there is a difference between images adjusted in isolation and those corrected in the presence of images taken under a different illuminant.

Table 3-II. Experimental design for Experiment II summary include the parts and the corresponding controls provided to the observer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment II: Images Adjusted Simultaneously</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Part 1: Image on right white point adjusted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 2: Both images white points are adjusted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 3-4. Experiment II Part 2 user interface, which includes the white point controls for both the left and right hand images. Part 1 only one white point control was presented in the center of the image to control the image on the right.

FIG. 3-4. Experiment II Part 2 user interface, which includes the white point controls for both the left and right hand images.
**User Controls**

The white point user control was designed so that the observer could pay attention to the image and not the control while making course or subtle changes to white point. Once observers clicked on the slider and held down the mouse they could move to the right or the left to change white point. Once the slider touched the edge of the slider bar, the white point would modify along the Planckian locus. It would continue to change until the edge of the slider was no long touching the wall. Switching to the other wall caused the white point to shift in the opposite direction along the Planckian locus function. If the slider crossed the centerline of the control but did not hit a slider wall, adjustments paused. Once the mouse key was released, the slider snapped to the center position. This design ensured that the observers could not just place the slider in the same location for each image. Inherent in this type of control is variability in the intraobserver data. The chroma slider functioned based on direct difference in position requiring that the slider be long enough to provide the observer fine tune adjustment.

Changes in the white point occurred by incrementing the $x$ chromaticity value starting at the measured white under the conditions that each photograph was taken. The $y$ chromaticity value is a function of the $x$ chromaticity value along the Planckian locus. The range of white points was restricted between 0.213 to 0.568 $x$ chromaticity units with an increment size of 0.005. FIG. 3-5 graphically depicts the Planckian locus function used as a solid gray line and the range is restricted between the black dashed lines.

Measured white points for two of the three illumination conditions (triangles in FIG. 3-5) fall on this line, but fluorescent did not. It was important
that initial white point be included in possible resulting white points so that observers could potentially return to the initial state. Therefore the measured fluorescent white point was translated onto the curve. This translation was simply inputting the \( x \) chromaticity coordinate into the function to predict the corresponding chromaticity coordinate into the function to predict the corresponding \( y \) value.

![Chromaticity plot](image)

**FIG. 3-5.** Chromaticity plot that includes display primaries (circles) and white point (diamond) and the measured white points for each illuminant along with the Planckian locus function (gray curve) limited to the range (indicated by black dashed lines) used in the white point control.

The chroma slider functionality was similar to typical sliders in that as the observer moved the slider, the chroma changed by some amount based on the distance the slider was moved. The calculation of chroma was always based on an
initial difference of zero. The range was large enough to reach a neutral and a high chroma while remaining within the gamut of the display. A slider similar to the white point slider was not necessary because it was believed that observers would not intentionally set the chroma to the exact same spot since the initial chroma levels were not equal for each illumination condition. Between the long and zoom shots within a given illumination condition the initial chroma level were the same.

**Image Processing Workflow**

The color transformation workflow used in this research differed slightly from the one shown in FIG. 3-6 for the previous video-based experiment FIG. 3-1. There are several important distinctions. Instead of assuming the images were sRGB, the pixel colorimetry was defined by a characterization of the camera under the taking conditions. A normalization step was introduced to ensure that the luminance for all white points was considered the same. Dependence of the chroma calculation on the white point setting introduced new computations.

It was important to have the exact colorimetry that existed in the original scene in order to properly change the white points. Fully characterizing the camera and display system produced output that is referred to as a colorimetric reproduction. The specifics of the image capture process are provided in the following subsection.
A normalization step was introduced to ensure that the maximum luminance of the display did not change with a change in white point. The maximum luminance for the display is achieved at the white point of the display. Alternative white points naturally result in a decrease in maximum luminance available for a white. The maximum luminance available on the display was calculated for a sampling of possible white points within the white point range previously defined by the user controls. FIG. 3-7 contains the results of this analysis where the minimum of all maximum luminances available in that range is
0.34 (in relative tristimulus units) at an $x$ chromaticity value of 0.213. Tristimulus values were normalized by this factor ensuring that maximum luminance remained constant with changes in white point.

Changing white points requires a way to chromatically adapt to the new white point. As previously discussed in the Background section, the von Kries model is commonly used in consumer cameras white balance algorithms and therefore was used here as well. This chromatic adaptation was performed prior to CIELAB values. Chroma calculations depend on the white point used to convert from tristimulus values to CIELAB. If only one control was adjusted then the other control values would be unchanged and skipped over in the transformation workflow.
**User Instructions**

The instructions for the Experiment I the single image experiment were:

You will be presented with several images and captions which are to be included in a photobook you are creating. Using the slider bar(s) provided adjust images to your preferred reproduction. There are three different control scenarios for which you will be able to adjust the images: white point alone, chroma alone and both white point and chroma together. When the preferred reproduction is reached press the space bar to proceed to the next image. Typically this experiment will take 15 to 20 minutes.

Instructions for the Experiment II the paired image experiment were:

You will be presented with several pairs of images and captions within a page layout, which are to be included in a photobook you are creating. In the first part of this experiment you will use a white point slider to adjust the image on the right (point to screen) so that the entire page layout including both images is your preferred page layout. In the second part of this experiment you will have two sliders one for each image (point to screen). Please adjust both images to your preferred page layout. When the preferred page layout is reached press the space bar to proceed to the layout. Typically this experiment will take 15 to 20 minutes.

**3.4 Image Capture**

The camera used to capture the images used in this experiment was a Nikon D40 with an 18 to 55 millimeter lens. An aperture setting of F/11 was used for all images. Image output format was raw (NEF for Nikon). Photoshop Camera Raw was used to demosaic the images. The raw converter was set in order to perform the minimum amount of processing and remained the same for all images.

Three illumination conditions were included in these experiments: daylight, fluorescent and tungsten. Measurements of the radiance of the illuminations were made using the PhotoResearch 650 spectroradiometer and...
pressed polytetrafluoroethylene powder (Halon) as a perfect reflecting diffuser as a part of the characterization [Weidner81]. The color targets used in this characterization process were the Macbeth ColorChecker® DC as the training data and the Macbeth ColorChecker® as the testing data set.

As described in the background section, three exposures were taken of each target as well as the scene. The neutrals were used to create tone reproduction curves that include the full range of possible DC values. The final characterization LUTs are shown in FIG. 4-1 in the Results and Discussion section. The characterization was repeated under each lighting condition to ensure that the colorimetry was known. FIG. 3-8 contains the six images included in the experiment with two images per illumination condition. The top row contains the long shots and the bottom row contains the zoomed shots.

**Creating Apparent Distance**

The changes in the apparent distance were made in Photoshop CS3 Version 10.0.1 by cropping out a portion of each image. These images are referred to as the zoomed images. The original images will be referred to as the long shots. To create the zoomed images, the long shots were cropped to 399 by 600 pixels. Then the long shots were down sampled in Photoshop using the bicubic sampling method so that both the zoom and the long had the same pixel counts.
FIG. 3-8. Experiment images taken under three illumination conditions: (a) and (d) Daylight, (b) and (e) Fluorescent and (c) and (f) Tungsten. Images (a)-(c) are the long shots and (d)-(f) are the zoom shots.

3.5 Display Specifications

A 30” flat-panel Apple HD Cinema liquid crystal display was characterized and used in this experiment [Day04]. A Power Mac G5 controlled
the display through a DVI connection. It was set to maximum brightness using the buttons on the side of the display. The LCD is thin film transistor (TFT) active matrix display with 2560 x 1600 pixel resolution. This monitor has 178° viewing angle and an antiglare coating. All surrounding illumination was turned off to provide a black background that allowed observers to completely adapt to the display’s white point (D65).

### 3.5 Observer Population

All the observers had normal color vision. 29 observers participated in the single image experiment. The double image experiment included 28 observers. There were 21 males and 8 females ranging in age from 21 to 65 years old.
4. Analysis & Discussion

4.1 System Characterization

This research required two procedural elements to address the questions under study: 1) accurate knowledge of colorimetry from a scene and 2) accurate measurement of user-adjustments of that colorimetry on a screen. Camera characterization was repeated for each of the three illumination conditions. FIG. 4-1 illustrates sets of red, green and blue LUT for each condition derived using the technique described in Section 2.5. To convert to XYZ values, camera RGB digital counts are first passed through the appropriate LUT and converted to radiometric scalars. The scalars are then transformed using an optimized matrix to XYZ. The optimized matrices corresponding to the camera characterizations are shown in Eq. 4.1 for daylight, in Eq. 4.2 for fluorescent and in Eq. 4.3 for tungsten.

![Graphs showing LUTs for different lighting conditions.](image)

FIG. 4-1. Red, green and blue camera LUTs for each lighting condition. The line colors correspond to channels of the same color.
Verification of the performance of these characterizations are summarized in Table 4-1. Characterization of the daylight illumination condition was associated with the lowest mean CIEDE2000 units and the lowest standard deviation. Color error was found to predominately lie in the chroma direction. Illumination geometries for the scenes did not match each other or that of the color target. For the color patch target, colorimetric measurements were obtained with a geometry of 45/0. A chromatic adaptation transform was used to convert the measurement colorimetry to the scene colorimetry. The positioning of the targets within the scene was not identical between scenes. Attempts were made to minimize the changes, but differences were introduced between the positioning of training and test targets.

Table 4-1. Statistics for ColorChecker® verification of camera characterization under the three illumination conditions in terms of CIEDE2000.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Illumination Condition</th>
<th>CIEDE2000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daylight</td>
<td>3.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluorescent</td>
<td>4.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tungsten</td>
<td>7.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Good characterization of the display was. The additivity and scalability of the display were confirmed. The differences between the sums of the luminance of the three primaries compared to the luminance of the neutral ramp were less than 1%, which is well within the noise of the calculation (shown in FIG. 4-2). It is important to note that the sum of the three primaries includes three times the noise compared to the single measurement due to the fact that the noise is summed. FIG. 4-3 contains the chromaticities following optimized black correction of the three primary ramps. Subtracting off the flare the chromaticities of each primary map produces closer to a single coordinate. Noise prevents the primaries from truly plotting to a single chromaticity coordinate making it within the limits to have some slight variation. The display LUTs are shown in FIG. 4-4.

FIG. 4-2. Comparison of neutral ramp (\(Y_W\)) to the sum of each primary ramp (\(Y_R + Y_G + Y_B\)) to evaluate additivity.
FIG. 4-3. Chromaticity plot of primary ramps excluding DC lower than 25 for the display after characterization optimization.

FIG. 4-4. Display LUTs between DC and radiometric scalars.
Verification of the display characterization resulted in small CIEDE2000 units for both mean and standard deviation summarized in Table 4-II.

Table 4-II. Statistics for verification dataset for display characterization in CIEDE2000.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CIEDE2000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verification dataset</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Acceptable system error characteristics were achieved in this verification process. This allowed for proper conversion of the camera digital counts to tristimulus values and then from tristimulus values to display RGBs.

### 4.2 Experiment I

Experiment I was designed to answer one of questions posed in this research, how chroma adjustments differ when apparent distance is changed, and to provide a baseline for the Experiment II. There were three parts to this experiment, in all the parts only a single image was presented (see FIG. 3-3). In Part 1, only the white point was adjusted, in Part 2 only the chroma was adjusted and in Part 3 both white point and chroma were adjust to made a preferred image. The starting images were fixed to have the same white point as the captured illumination and the same chroma as the original scene.

**Chroma Adjustments**

Results from Part 2 of this experiment were eliminated from the analysis based on observer opinions of the task. Observers felt that they could not achieve an acceptable color reproduction when only the chroma was adjusted. A trend was found that participants tended to adjust the chroma to a point that was lower than
the initial setting. Observers were clearly trying to eliminate the cast caused by
the difference between the display white point and the taking illuminant
colorimetry.

The relationship between the delta chroma adjustment for the long and the
zoom image for each illumination condition from Part 3 are shown in FIG. 4-5.
The line shown in each chart has a slope of one and represents where on the graph
one would find the long and zoom images both adjusted the same or both left
unadjusted. Points that lie close to the line only differed slightly. The majority of
the results lay close to the line. Blue points are observations where zoom shots
were adjusted to a higher chroma than long and magenta points were the opposite:
long greater than zoom. For situations in which photographs were taken under
daylight and tungsten lighting, there were more observations where zoom shots
were adjusted to higher chroma compared to the long. It was observed that images
taken under fluorescent had artifacts that were more pronounced in the zoomed
image than the long shot. This may explain why the long shots for fluorescent
taking environments were more frequently set to higher chroma than the zoom as
these zoom-related artifacts were accentuated with increase in chroma.
FIG. 4-5. Relationship between the \( \Delta C^* \) adjustment for the long and the zoom image for each taking illumination condition.

Table 4-III contains the summary statistics of the chroma data from Part 3. Similar observations to those described for FIG. 4-5 were observed in these statistics. Nearly 60% of the population tended to adjust the chroma higher for the zoom shot than for long shot. These results were not statistically significant based on a maximum likelihood estimate of the probability with a 95% confidence interval. Equal differences in chroma were combined with the long-is-greater-than-zoom to determine the lack of statistical significance.

Table 4-III. Apparent distance percentage results for chroma for each illuminant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Long &gt; Zoom</th>
<th>Long = Zoom</th>
<th>Long &lt; Zoom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Daylight</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluorescent</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tungsten</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>38%</strong></td>
<td><strong>3%</strong></td>
<td><strong>59%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**White Point Adjustment**

In Experiment I, the adjusted white point tended to move toward the display white point from its original position regardless of the illumination condition. This was an expected result, because people discount illumination in
the surround and the want their pictures to look like they remembered. Incorporation of white balancing algorithms within camera systems is done because consumers prefer the output images. Proper estimation of the white point of the taking illuminant allows a white balancing algorithm to eliminate a color cast caused by the scene’s illumination.

The measured values in Table 4-IV are in CIEDE2000 units calculated from display white point to the initial white point of the taking illuminants. An average of the color differences of the adjusted white points are also listed. It should be noted that high variability existed in these results due to both observer preference and user controls. Comparing the difference between the measured and average adjusted CIEDE2000 values is shown in the third column of Table 4-IV. The CIEDE2000 values are all positive showing that on average, white points were adjusted toward the display white point. It is worth noting that after adjustment the images still maintain the same order of difference from the display white point as the scene measured white points.

Table 4-IV. CIEDE2000 between the display white point and the illuminant white point for both the scene measured and average adjusted white point.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Measured</th>
<th>Avg.of adjusted</th>
<th>Meas. - Adj.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Daylight</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluorescent</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tungsten</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Statistical models were used to further analyze the white point data. Results are shown in Table 4-V. In isolation, preference adjustments of images taken under daylight were compared to adjustments of those taken under fluorescent and adjustments of those taken under tungsten. A p-value less than
0.05 are considered statistically significant. The white point adjustments for
daylight images and fluorescent images were not statistically different from one
another with a p-value of 0.43. This means observers do not prefer significantly
different white points for these two illuminants. Photographs under daylight and
those under tungsten illumination were found to have significantly different
preference settings with a p-value of less than 0.001. Cropping did not result in a
significance difference between these two illuminants.

Table 4-V. P-value statistics for Experiment I when the daylight image white point was
adjusted in isolation compared to both fluorescent and tungsten images adjusted in
isolation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Daylight vs. Fluorescent</th>
<th>Daylight vs. Tungsten</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0.4306</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 Experiment II

Experiment II was designed to answer the question of whether the
preferred white point for photographs viewed in the presence of another image
taken under a different taking illuminant differs from the preferred white point for
an image adjusted in isolation (the results from Experiment I Part 1). There were
two parts to Experiment II. In both parts, a pair of images was presented side by
side (see FIG. 3-4). Part 1 provided control for adjusting the white point of only
the image on the right hand side. Part 2 provided the participant controls for
adjusting the white point of both left and right hand images. The starting images
were initialized to have the same white point as their respective taking illuminant.
Only the three long shots were used in Experiment II to limit the amount of time and redundant responses needed.

Similar trends to those found in the first experiment were also found when the images were presented simultaneously. As in Experiment I, the white point on average was adjusted toward the display’s white point in all cases. In Experiment II the data showed that when adjusted in the presence of another image taken under another source illuminant, the white points were not adjusted as close to the display white point as they were adjusted in isolation (Experiment I, Part 1). Fifty-five percent of the population set their white point farther away from the display white point when there was a second image present taken under a different illuminant, compared to the results from Experiment I.

This effect was less prominent when both images could be adjusted to produce the preferred page, as was the case in Part 2 of Experiment II. This is illustrated in FIG. 4-6 for the adjustment of images captured under daylight. A majority of the adjusted white points from Experiment I Part 1 were all between the display white point and the measured taking illuminant as previously stated. The display and taking white points are shown as stars in FIG. 4-6. The graph on the left is for Experiment II, Part 1. The graph on the right is for Experiment II, Part 2. In Part 1 observers could only adjust the white point of one image. Higher variability in response white points occurred for Part 1 of the experiment resulting in a larger spread of the data. The standard deviations were also lower for Part 2 as shown in Table 4-VI. For Part 1 there is a definite difference in skew between daylight adjusted in isolation and daylight adjusted in the presence of fluorescent
and tungsten in FIG. 4-6. Daylight adjusted in isolation was closer to the display white point than the when adjusted in the presence of a picture taken under another illuminant. There was a visible trend associated with the taking illuminant of the second image. For both Parts 1 and 2, the tungsten image had more frequent occurrences of adjustments greater than the taking white point.

Table 4-VI. Standard deviation of x chromaticity data for the 28 observers when daylight was being adjusted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adjusting Daylight</th>
<th>Exp I Part 1</th>
<th>Fluorescent</th>
<th>Tungsten</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Part 1</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 2</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 4-6. Results from the 28 observers for Experiment II Part 1 on the left and Part 2 on the right compared to the results in blue for Experiment I Part 1 when daylight is adjusted. The white star is the display white point and the blue star is the measured taking illuminant.

The cumulative probability plots in Fig. 4-7 correspond to the data for adjusting images taken under daylight shown in FIG. 4-6 where the stars corresponding to the display white point are in white and the scene-measured illuminant has stars colored in blue. The left hand cumulative histogram shows clearly that observers made different choices when adjusting images to preferred
white point whether no image was present or an image taken under a different illuminant was present. Less clear, but following the same trend, we see in the right hand side of FIG. 4-6 that preference choices continue to be different even when both images can be adjusted as in Experiment II, Part 2.

Fig. 4-7.Cumulative probability percentage plot for the histogram in FIG. 4-6. The white star corresponds to the display white point and the blue star to the scene measured daylight white point.

Adjusted white point results for the fluorescent image, in FIG. 4-8, were similar to those for the daylight taking image in that the majority of Experiment I Part 1 results were again between the display (white star) and taking illumination’s white point (green star). When only a single image with a fluorescent white point could be adjusted as in Experiment II Part 1 (axis on the left) occurrences of white points shifted away from the display white point and toward the white point of the second image. The variability was also higher for Part 1 with the fluorescent image as shown in Table 4-X.
Table 4- VII. Standard deviation of x chromaticity data for the 28 observers when fluorescent was being adjusted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Exp I Part 1</th>
<th>Daylight</th>
<th>Tungsten</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Part 1</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 2</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Experiment II Part 2, where controls are available for adjusting the white points for both images (axis on the right), a majority of the adjusted points were placed between the display white point and the taking illuminant. Fewer white points for the fluorescent source were adjusted further from the display white point and the taking illuminant than had been the case for daylight. There is a difference between fluorescent adjusted with daylight taking illuminant present and with fluorescent taking illuminant present. The image adjusted in the presence of a tungsten taking illuminant image generally was adjusted to a preferred white point further from the display white point than when adjusted in the presence of the image taken under daylight.

FIG. 4-8. Results from the 28 observers for Experiment II Part 1 on the left and Part 2 on the right compared to the results in blue for Experiment I Part 1 when adjusting fluorescent images. The white star is the display white point and the green star is the measured taking illuminant.
The cumulative probability plot that corresponds to the fluorescent image being adjusted is shown in FIG. 4-9. The display and scene-measured fluorescent white points are included as a white star and green star respectively. Once again there was a distinct difference between the three curves in both parts. This is especially evident for Part 2 on the right. This figure indicates that the preferred white point for a fluorescent image viewed in isolation is different from the preferred white point for the same image when viewed in the presence of an image taken under a different illumination condition, even when that image can be adjusted to a preferred white point.

FIG. 4-9. Cumulative probability percentage plot for the histogram in FIG. 4-8. The white star corresponds to the display white point and the green star to the scene measured fluorescent white point.

FIG. 4-10 contains the results for when tungsten was adjusted. Compared to the previous results for the other two illuminants, the range of responses was much larger. The starting range between the scene measured and display white points was the largest for the tungsten scene, because the chromaticities for tungsten are larger than the other two illuminants. Observations covered the entire
range between the display and taking illuminant white points. For Part 1 (on the left) adjusted white points tended to lie half way between the display white point and the initial white point. All of the points in Part 1 were adjusted toward the display white point. The results from Part 2 (on the right) seem only slightly shifted toward the display white point compared to Part 1 results.

FIG. 4-10. Results from the 28 observers for Experiment II Part 1 on the left and Part 2 on the right compared to the results in orange for Experiment I Part 1 where tungsten was adjusted. The white star is the display white point and the orange star is the measured taking illuminant.

This observation was further supported in the cumulative probability plot in FIG. 4-11. A distinct difference exists for Part 1 and Part 2 between tungsten adjusted in isolation (Experiment I Part 1) and adjusted in the presence of either daylight or fluorescent balance images. This finding is based on the separation between the blue curve and the green and red curves, which represents the cumulative probability of x chromaticity in three different experimental situations. However a difference between tungsten adjusted in the presence of daylight or fluorescent is not obvious since the green and red curves are nearly overlapping.
This can be attributed to the fact that compared to the chromaticities of tungsten, those for daylight and fluorescent are considerably closer together.

FIG. 4-11. Cumulative probability percentage plot for the histogram in FIG. 4-10. The white star corresponds to the display white point and the orange star to the scene measured tungsten white point.

For the tungsten image when adjusted in Part 2 (where both images were adjusted together to create the preferred page), the variability increased as shown in Table 4-VIII. This is different from the comparisons made when daylight and fluorescent images were adjusted. The lack of correspondence of these findings could be attributed differences in how the second image was adjusted. There as a large disparity between the tungsten white point and the daylight and fluorescent white points. This incongruity does not take away from the fact that there is a visible difference in the right hand part of FIG. 4-11 between the blue curve, (tungsten adjusted in isolation in Experiment I Part 1), and the green and red curves (where tungsten was adjusted in the presence of a daylight and fluorescent balanced images that were also adjusted to preferred white points).
Table 4- VIII. Standard deviation of x chromaticity data for the 28 observers when tungsten was being adjusted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adjusting Tungsten</th>
<th>Exp I Part 1</th>
<th>Daylight</th>
<th>Fluorescent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Part 1</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 2</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Further analysis was performed looking within observers comparing the results from images adjusted in isolation from Experiment I Part 1 to the two paired taking illuminant conditions from Experiment II when only one image was adjusted and when both images were adjusted. The results were sorted into 13 rank order categories from these comparisons. The results for adjusting the daylight image are summarized Table 4- IX where S is for Experiment I Part 1 (standalone) and F (fluorescent) and A (tungsten) represents the white points of the image in the second image. Bold lines box categories where the two white point adjustments were equal within a tolerance of one CIEDE2000 unit. The first condition in the row was adjusted to the highest color difference from the display white point. The last letter in the category was adjusted to closest to the display white point. Numbers of observations per category were summarized per part.
Table 4-IX. Ordered categorical results for the daylight image looking at the CIEDE2000 distance of the adjusted white point from the display white point. S (standalone) is from Experiment 1, Part 1 where the image was adjusted in isolation. F (fluorescent) and A (tungsten) are from Experiment 2 where the image was adjusted in the presence of the associated second image. Part 1 only allowed the first image to be adjusted. Part 2 allowed both image white points to be adjusted. Leftmost category is highest adjusted color difference from display white point, rightmost category is lowest adjusted color difference from display white point and bold line boxes represent multiple categories adjusted to preferred values that differ to within one CIEDE2000 unit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Part 1</th>
<th>Part 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S F A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S A F</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A S F</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A F S</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F S A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F A S</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S F A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A S F</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S F A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S F A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F A S</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S A F</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F S A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total obs. 28 28

The category with the maximum number of responses for Part 1 was AFS where the daylight image paired with tungsten had the largest color difference from display white followed by the daylight image adjusted in the presence of the fluorescent image and then daylight adjusted in isolation in Experiment I Part 1. The category for Part 1 with the second largest was F=AS, which is similar to AFS except the difference between daylight adjusted with fluorescent present and daylight adjusted with tungsten present have less than one CIEDE2000 unit.
difference between them. Similar results were found for Part 2 except with more variability in the distribution of the observations.

When an image captured under daylight was adjusted in isolation, the white point was shifted closer to the display white point than when daylight was adjusted with another image on the screen that was taken under a different illuminant. The strongest effect was exhibited in Experiment II Part 1 when daylight was adjusted in the presence of an image with a tungsten white point. Daylight was adjusted further from the display white point than when adjusted in isolation or in the presence of a fluorescent image. Based on previous research into color appearance and the effect of surround, these results support the notion that image appearance of a first image is impacted by the presence of a second image in its background. The trend found here was that subjects shifted the first image’s preferred white point closer to the second image’s taking white point.

Table 4-X summarizes the results for adjusting fluorescent images. Similar to daylight, the category with the most frequent responses for both parts was ADS. Fluorescent adjusted in the presence of a tungsten image pulled the fluorescent white point further from the display white point. For Part 2, D=AS was the category with the second most observations with seven observations. This category is similar to ADS except that there is no difference (within a one CIEDE2000 unit tolerance) between when the fluorescent image was adjusted with daylight and tungsten in the surround.
Table 4-X. Ordered categorical results for the fluorescent image looking at the CIEDE2000 distance of the adjusted white point from the display white point. S (standalone) is from Experiment 1, Part 1 where the image was adjusted in isolation. D (daylight) and A (tungsten) are from Experiment 2 where the image was adjusted in the presence of the associated second image. Part 1 only allowed the first image to be adjusted. Part 2 allowed both image white points to be adjusted. Leftmost category is highest adjusted color difference from display white point, rightmost category is lowest adjusted color difference from display white point and bold line boxes represent multiple categories adjusted to preferred values that differ to within one CIEDE2000 unit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Part 1</th>
<th>Part 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S D A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S A D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A S D</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A D S</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D S A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D A S</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S D A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A S D</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S D A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S D A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D A S</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S A D</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D S A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total obs. 28 28

Table 4-XI summarizes the rank order results where tungsten was adjusted. FDS had the highest frequency of responses for Part 1 where the image captured under the tungsten taking illuminant was adjusted in the presence of a fluorescent image was the furthest from the display white point tungsten. The tungsten image adjusted in isolation, Experiment I Part1 had the smallest color difference from the display white point tungsten. The results for Part 2 were highly variable as there was no category clearly in the lead. D=FS was most frequent for Part 2, but it is clear from the variability that a defining difference between
tungsten adjusted with daylight and fluorescent was not found. Combining the observations for categories where the tungsten adjusted in isolation, Experiment I Part 1, had the smallest color difference the result are 15 observations for Part 1 and 10 observations for Part 2.

Table 4-XI. Ordered categorical results for the tungsten image looking at the CIEDE2000 distance of the adjusted white point from the display white point. S (standalone) is from Experiment 1, Part 1 where the image was adjusted in isolation. F (fluorescent) and D (daylight) are from Experiment 2 where the image was adjusted in the presence of the associated second image. Part 1 only allowed the first image to be adjusted. Part 2 allowed both image white points to be adjusted. Leftmost category is highest adjusted color difference from display white point, rightmost category is lowest adjusted color difference from display white point and bold line boxes represent multiple categories adjusted to preferred values that differ to within one CIEDE2000 unit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Part 1</th>
<th>Part 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S D F</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S F D</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F S D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F D S</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D S F</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D F S</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S D F</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F S D</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S D F</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S D F</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D F S</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D S F</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total obs. 28 28

Table 4-XII contains the adjustment conditions causing the smallest CIEDE2000 adjustment difference from the display white point. The symbols in the first column relate to those in previous three tables (Table 4-IX, Table 4-X and Table 4-XI) with the gray squares representing all the possible combinations.
that end in the same symbol. The majority of the observations were included in categories that ended with the image in isolation (S) for all three-illumination conditions. This means that a majority of the images adjusted in isolation were preferred with white points closer to the display white point than for those adjusted with a second image present. This supports our hypothesis that preferred white point differs when an image is viewed in isolation with respect to when the image is viewed with a second one present.

Table 4- XII. Combined categorical results taken from Table XII, Table XII a and Table XIV according to the smallest CIEDE2000 adjustment difference from display white where gray boxes are all possible symbols.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>White point of other image being presented simultaneously</th>
<th>White point of image being adjusted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daylight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ties</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4- XIII contains the adjustment conditions causing the largest CIEDE2000 difference from display white. The symbols are the same in this table as they were in Table 4-XII. Daylight and fluorescent images adjusted in the presence of a tungsten image and the tungsten image adjusted in the presence of a daylight image had the largest CIEDE2000. When the white point of the image being adjusted was dissimilar to the second image, the white points were adjusted.
further from display white. Tungsten images adjusted in the presence of daylight or fluorescent images are adjusted to similar white points. This further supports the observations that there was no statistical difference for adjusting tungsten in the presence of either daylight or fluorescent images. It is clear, though, that the presence of second images with different taking white points do cause a preference shift in preferred white points away from that preferred when the image is viewed by itself on the display.

Table 4-XIII. Combined categorical results taken from Table XII, Table XII and Table XIV according to the largest CIEDE2000 adjustment difference from display white where gray boxes are all possible symbols.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>White point of other image being presented simultaneously</th>
<th>White point of image being adjusted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daylight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ties</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Images presented in isolation and simultaneously both tended to maintain the same order as their initial white points, shown in Table 4-XIV. Based on the tests concerning a population proportion, the percentage required for significance was 59% [Devore94]. The close proximity of daylight and fluorescent white points caused fewer occurrences of maintaining order when comparing these two. This was true for both isolation and simultaneous presentation of images. When
initial white points are further apart, then the order is more clearly preserved. A higher percentage of observations were observed for tungsten with daylight compared to tungsten with fluorescent.

The largest difference in initial white point was between daylight and tungsten, which influenced the percentage of observations that maintained order to be the highest at 75%. Daylight and fluorescent had the smallest difference leading to 50% of the observations maintaining their order.

Table 4-XIV. Percentage of observer responses maintaining relative order of adjusted white points for Isolation presentation and Simultaneous presentation and percentage of observer responses increasing the average white point distance from the display white point when comparing Isolation presentation to Simultaneous presentation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Maintain order</th>
<th>Distance increase in simultaneous case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Isolation</td>
<td>Simultaneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daylight vs Fluorescent</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daylight vs Tungsten</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluorescent vs Tungsten</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Statistical models were used to determine if the difference between the measurements of images in isolation and the paired adjusted images from Part 1 were statistically significant. For all cases, a significant difference between the images in isolation and those adjusted with another image in the surround were found. The p-values are summarized in Table 4-XV where values less than 0.05 are considered statistically significant.
Table 4-XV. Experiment II Part 1 p-values for each illuminant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>White point being adjusted</th>
<th>Surround 1</th>
<th>Surround 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fluorescent Daylight</td>
<td>0.0016</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tungsten Daylight</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluorescent</td>
<td>0.0249</td>
<td>0.0441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tungsten Daylight</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tungsten Fluorescent</td>
<td>0.0079</td>
<td>0.0105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the trends shown in the tables, adjusting images in the presence of an image with a different white point does affect the adjusted white points. Preferred white points were chosen somewhere between where they started and the display white point. This enabled the image to differentiate itself from the display illumination and the other displayed image. Differences in taking white points between the two images do appear to influence the amount that the white points were adjusted to their preferred state. As expected, and based on current image appearance models, an image in the background of a first image will affect how the white point is adjusted. Even when both images were adjusted, a difference continued to exist between adjustments performed in isolation and those performed in the presence of an image taken under a different illuminant.
5. Conclusions

This research is a first look at two important questions: how does cropping impact chroma preference and how do multiple images on a page impact color correction preferences when each was taken under a different illuminant. Information gathered from this investigation and future ones should lead to improvements in image appearance models. Incorporating these improvements into algorithms for processing personalized consumer documents such as photo books will increase the quality of resulting output.

Experiment I addressed the impact of cropping on chroma preference and also established a baseline for color correction of the test images in isolation. Overall, the results indicated that observers did prefer higher chroma for cropped images versus preference for uncropped images. Cropping the images caused an increase in relative area of colors within the scene. However, Experiment I limited in the amount of cropping and the type of images included. Further research into this particular question should be done based on the trends established from this experiment’s results. These trends were indicative of the zoom image being adjusted to a higher chroma. A cropped image that is made to be the same size as an uncropped image provides the appearance, to an observer, that the subject of the image is closer to the camera. Future work should include a wider range of apparent distances with a larger variety of image content.
In Experiment I, a baseline was also established for white point adjustments in isolation. On average, white points were adjusted toward the white point of the display regardless of the taking illuminant. Adjustments were made in such a way that the orders of distances of the taking illuminants from the display white were maintained after they were adjusted. The blue dots in FIG. 5-1, 5-2 and 5-3 represent the average of the results from the images adjusted in isolation for daylight, fluorescent and tungsten, respectively. The black diamond is the original taking illuminant. Consumer imaging manufactures have typically applied white balancing to images but usually it is used to remove original taking illuminant bias. Observer variability was high based on the psychophysical method.

FIG. 5-1. Average results for daylight-captured image for the white point adjustment.
FIG. 5-2. Average results for fluorescent captured image for the white point adjustment.

FIG. 5-3. Average results for tungsten-captured image for the white point adjustment.

The major finding from Experiment II Part 1 was that having a second image in the presence of the first image does affect the white point adjustment.
White points were shifted, again, toward the display’s white point, but there was a significant difference between the results from the adjustment on the image in isolation (Experiment I Part 1) and with a second image present (Experiment II Part 1). The cyan and magenta dots in FIG. 5-1, 5-2 and 5-3 are the average chromaticity results for the two surround conditions for Experiment II Part 1. Generally the cyan and magenta points were the furthest away from the display white point. Tungsten taking illuminant had the largest affect on the image it was paired with by pulling the white point further from the display white point. Large differences in white points between the paired images on the same page were found to cause the white point to move further from the display white point.

Experiment II Part 2, where both the first and the second images were adjusted by the participants, exhibited similar results to Part 1, but to a lesser degree. Both images were adjusted toward the white point of the display causing the difference between the images to decrease. These differences were statistically significant. The tungsten taking condition, again, had a larger affect on the image it was paired with, compared to daylight and fluorescent. A significant difference in chromaticity was found to exist between Experiment II Part 2 and Experiment I Part 1. As shown in FIG. 5-1, 5-2 and 5-3 where the difference between Experiment II Part 2 and Experiment II Part 1 is depicted by the red and green dots and the cyan and magenta dots respectively. The red and green dots are closer to the display white point than the cyan and magenta dots from Experiment II Part 1.
In summary the main finding of this research was that there is a difference between images adjust in isolation and those adjusted in the presence of an image with a different taking illumination. FIG 5.4 summarizes these findings in the arrow pointing from the preferred area for images adjusted in isolation (blue cloud) and the area preferred for an image adjusted in the presence of another image with a differing white point (red cloud). This figure also depicts the preferred white points are shifted toward the display white point and away from the original white points (the magenta and cyan stars).

FIG. 5-4. Depiction of difference between image adjusted in isolation, the blue cloud, and images adjusted simultaneously in the presence of image 2, the red cloud. The magenta and cyan stars are the original white points for the image and the second image.
**Future Works**

In order to further address questions regarding the relationship between chroma and apparent distance, future studies should include an increased number of images with various image contents. The image database should include landscapes, as well as subjects at various apparent distances. These additions would verify the trends found in this research.

Future work to improve upon the white point adjustment findings should include comparing the current results to those predicted by current image appearance models for images presented simultaneously. If these models do not account for the trends found in this research, then modifications to these models would be made. Including more images with different content would expand the understanding of how white balance preference is impacted by other images taken under different conditions and should make applicability of these results more universal.
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